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relates to airfoil configurations for aircraft. More particularly, this invention relates to airfoil
configurations for aircraft having high lift characteristics, low stall characteristics, and high lift-drag
ratios. Aircraft having high lift characteristics and low stall characteristics are desirable for certain
flight characteristics. For example, in military aircraft, which are required to fly at high speeds and
altitudes, the aircraft may be required to fly at stall conditions with very little slippage across the
airfoil. Military aircraft are also required to take off from an airfield in conditions of high crosswind
which causes an aircraft to stall on a wing tip with little slippage across the airfoil. Highly
maneuverable military aircraft require high lift characteristics for maneuvering or pulling away from
an opponent, and low stall characteristics to minimize the penalty of stalling. In order to reduce the
penalty of stalling, some aircraft have been modified to increase the sweep angle of the tailplane.
This modification allows the aircraft to have a high lift coefficient. However, because of the sweep
angle of the tailplane, the angle of attack of the tailplane is increased. This increase in angle of
attack in conjunction with high speed air movement creates a vortex around the tail plane. The
vortex is undesirable in that it will lift the plane as the tailplane rises. The tailplane can also be
deflected as it raises, which can cause instability in the aircraft. The vortex can be reduced by
increasing the sweep angle of the tailplane to decrease the angle of attack. However, this
modification decreases the lift and increases the stall characteristics of the aircraft. An alternative to
increasing the sweep angle of the tailplane is to replace the tailplane with a slanted wing. However,
the slanted wing has disadvantages which limit its applications. For example, the slanted wing
increases the angle of attack from that of the conventional wing on an equivalent lift to drag ratio.
This increase in angle of attack increases the drag. In addition, the slanted wing does not
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